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OUR BLOG ARTICLES FOR THIS SPECIAL ISSUE NEXT 

LEVEL ASSET TOKENIZATION: HOW GENIUX TOKEN 

LEVERAGES BLOCKCHAIN TO ALLOW PRIVATE 

INVESTORS TO TAP INTO THE REAL ESTATE MARKETS

DIRTY FINANCE – A DIRTY DEAL ON HENTAI NFTS 

FROM CRYPTO PROJECT

ALL YOU NEED TO KNOW ABOUT BEATBIND’S BBND 

TOKENS – THE HOTTEST BET IN THE MUSIC INDUSTRY 

RIGHT NOW

Traders dumped assets perceived as risky on fears that 
a default in Chinese developer Evergrande could roil 
financial markets across the world. Both European and 
US stock markets witnessed sharp losses on Monday 
and crypto markets also sold off, though most coins are 
attempting to start a recovery today.

The moving averages have completed a bearish 
crossover and the relative strength index (RSI) has 
dropped into the negative territory, indicating that 
sellers are in command. The long tail on today’s 
candlestick shows that bulls are attempting to defend 
the critical support at £31,011.
However, any relief rally to the 20-day exponential 
moving average (EMA) and the downtrend line is likely 
to attract selling. If the price turns down from this 
overhead resistance zone, the bears will try to resume 
the down move.If the BTC/GBP pair plummets and 
closes below £31,011, the next stop could be £26,845. 
Such a deep fall could delay the start of the next leg of 
the uptrend.
The first sign of strength will be a break and close above 
the downtrend line. If that happens, the pair could climb 
toward £38,000. We will wait for the price to confirm a 
bottom before recommending any fresh trade in it.

Lastly please check out the advancement’s happening 
in the cryptocurrency world. 

Enjoy the issue!

Karnav Shah
Co-Founder, CEO & Editor-in-Chief

EDITORS LETTER

 

Despite the slight downturn, 

the institutional adoption 
of Bitcoin continues to 
increase. Filings with the 
United States Securities 
and Exchange Commission 
show that four wealth 
management firms have 
bought shares in Grayscale’s 
Bitcoin Investment Trust.

A survey of about 42,000 
people in 27 countries 
by product comparison 
website Finder showed a 
high adoption rate in Asia. 
Among the countries polled, 
Vietnam had the highest 
adoption rate at 41%, while 
India and Indonesia had a 
30% adoption rate.

https://www.linkedin.com/in/kaz-platinum-investment-b7493718a/
https://www.facebook.com/Cryptonaireweekly
https://twitter.com/PlatinumCrypto
https://www.instagram.com/cryptonaireweekly/
https://t.me/Platinumcryptoacademy
https://issuu.com/platinumcryptoacademy
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Cryptonaire Weekly Media Team has been developing and publishing 
content in the Crypto Space since 2017.We have raised and created 
a Solid Foundation for all our trusted partners below!
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We started publishing Cryptonaire Weekly when Bitcoin was trading 
at just $750. Today, Bitcoin is trading at $50,000, and we have grown 
just as much! 
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Featuring in this weeks Edition: 

- Aristo

- DeGeThal

- RMRK

- Mining

- Genius

Also Get,

- Markets Analysis

- Market News Update

- Read Our Latest Blog:

NEXT LEVEL ASSET TOKENIZATION: HOW 
GENIUX TOKEN LEVERAGES BLOCKCHAIN 
TO ALLOW PRIVATE INVESTORS TO TAP 
INTO THE REAL ESTATE MARKETS

DIRTY FINANCE – A DIRTY DEAL ON HEN-
TAI NFTS FROM CRYPTO PROJECT

CRYPTONAIRE WEEKLY
After mentoring thousands of crypto traders around 

the globe, we have culminated all of the consistent and 

ongoing requirements of crypto-traders into one place.

Our Cryptonaire Weekly magazine includes expert 

technical analysis, providing trading opportunities to 

our subscribers as well as fundamental analysis so 

our readers can keep up to speed with the current 

developments in the crypto markets.

Not only do we provide the information necessary to 

trade active cryptocurrencies on the exchanges, but 

we also take a look at ICOs to help you find those 

golden projects with real value!

No longer will you have to rely on multiple sources 

to keep on top of the markets, we deliver everything 

directly to your inbox each and every week.

What are you waiting for?

Subscribe now!
- MELD

- Dirty Finance

- Omnia

- Bondex

- BeatBind

http://bit.ly/2ZtidJm
http://bit.ly/2ZtidJm
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Hello, welcome to this week’s 200th edition of Cryptonaire Weekly Magazine. The global 

crypto market cap is $1.87 Trillion, down $430 billion since the last week. The total crypto 

market trading volume over the last 24 hours has increased by 57.18% to $148.29 Billion.

The DeFi volume is $19.82 Billion, 13.36% of the entire crypto market’s 24-hour trading 

volume. The volume of all stable coins is $117.27 Billion, 79.08% of the total crypto 

market’s 24-hour trading volume.

WEEKLY CRYPTOCURRENCY
MARKET ANALYSIS

Percentage of 

Total Market Capitalization (Dominance)

Bitcoin’s price has decreased 6.14% from $45,225 
last week to around $42,450 and Ether’s price has 
decreased 9.98% from $3,305 last week to $2,975.
Bitcoin's market cap is $799 Billion and the altcoin 
market cap is $1.07 Trillion.

Traders dumped assets perceived as risky on fears 
that a default in Chinese developer Evergrande could 
roil financial markets across the world. Both European 
and US stock markets witnessed sharp losses on 
Monday and crypto markets also sold off, though 
most coins are attempting to start a recovery today.
When fear grips the markets, traders resort to panic 
selling. That creates an opportunity for the informed 
investor who uses the dips to buy at lower levels after 
the selling has peaked.

Analyst William Clemente tweeted a new metric 
Illiquid Supply Floor on September 16, which is derived 
from combining the popular stock-to-flow Bitcoin 
price models with Glassnode’s illiquid supply data. 
According to this metric, Clemente believes that 
$39,000 will act as a price floor for Bitcoin. 

For the long term, Ark Invest CEO Cathie Wood 
painted a bullish picture for cryptocurrencies. While 
speaking at the SALT conference, Wood said that 
Bitcoin could surge to $500,000 in the next five years. 
Along with Bitcoin, Wood is also bullish on Ether due 
to the developments in the decentralised finance and 
nonfungible tokens space. She said that she prefers a 
crypto portfolio with 60% Bitcoin and 40% Ether.

Bloomberg Intelligence chief analyst Mike McGlone also remains bullish on Bitcoin. In a Tweet on 
September 16, McGlone projected Bitcoin to reach $100,000 by the end of the year. 

Bitcoin

Ethereum

Cardano   

Tether       

Binance Coin      

XRP

Solana

USD Coin         

Polkadot

Dogecoin           

Others

42.71%

18.76%

3.66%

3.55%

3.23%

2.32%

2.18%

1.57%

1.52%

1.45%

19.07%
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https://ariinv.com/?utm_source=advertisement&utm_campaign=magazine&utm_content=ariinv
https://ariinv.com/?utm_source=advertisement&utm_campaign=magazine&utm_content=ariinv
https://ariinv.com/?utm_source=advertisement&utm_campaign=magazine&utm_content=ariinv
https://ariinv.com/?utm_source=advertisement&utm_campaign=magazine&utm_content=ariinv
https://ariinv.com/?utm_source=advertisement&utm_campaign=magazine&utm_content=ariinv
https://ariinv.com/?utm_source=advertisement&utm_campaign=magazine&utm_content=ariinv
https://www.facebook.com/ariinv
https://www.instagram.com/ariinv7/
https://www.linkedin.com/ariinv
https://twitter.com/ariinv
https://t.me/ariinv3
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BITCOIN - BTC/GBP

CRYPTO TRADE OPPORTUNITIES

Previous Analysis...

Although Bitcoin rose above £34,398.41 
on September 15, the bulls could not sus-
tain the higher levels. The bears pulled the 
price back below the moving averages on 
September 20, resulting in panic selling.

The moving averages have completed a 
bearish crossover and the relative strength 
index (RSI) has dropped into the negative 
territory, indicating that sellers are in com-
mand. The long tail on today’s candlestick 
shows that bulls are attempting to defend 
the critical support at £31,011.

However, any relief rally to the 20-day 
exponential moving average (EMA) and the 

downtrend line is likely to attract selling. If 
the price turns down from this overhead 
resistance zone, the bears will try to resume 
the down move.

If the BTC/GBP pair plummets and clos-
es below £31,011, the next stop could be 
£26,845. Such a deep fall could delay the 
start of the next leg of the uptrend.

The first sign of strength will be a break and 
close above the downtrend line. If that hap-
pens, the pair could climb toward £38,000.
We will wait for the price to confirm a bot-
tom before recommending any fresh trade 
in it.

https://www.platinumcryptoacademy.com/cryptocurrency-market-analysis/bitcoin-price-gbp-how-to-trade-btc-gbp/
https://www.platinumcryptoacademy.com/cryptocurrency-market-analysis/bitcoin-price-gbp-how-to-trade-btc-gbp/
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ETHEREUM - ETH/GBP

Previous Analysis...

We had expected Ether to pick up momen-
tum after breaking above the overhead 
resistance at £2,587.26 but that did not 
happen. The ETH/GBP pair turned down 
from £2,657 on September 16, trapping the 
aggressive bulls.

The bears pulled the price back below 
the 20-day EMA on September 17 and the 
selling intensified on a break below the 
50-day simple moving average (SMA) on 
September 20.

The moving averages are on the verge of a 
bearish crossover and the RSI is in the nega-
tive territory, indicating advantage to bears. 
If the price sustains below the critical sup-
port at £2,149.50, the selling could further 
pick up momentum and start its downward 

journey toward £1,700.

However, the long tail on today’s candle-
stick suggests strong buying at lower levels. 
The pair could now rise to the 20-day EMA 
where bears are likely to mount a stiff resis-
tance. 

If the price turns down from the 20-day 
EMA, it will suggest that sentiment remains 
negative and that will increase the prospects 
of a further downside.

The bulls will have to push and sustain the 
price above the 20-day EMA to indicate that 
the correction may be over.

https://www.platinumcryptoacademy.com/cryptocurrency-market-analysis/ethereum-price-eth-how-to-trade-eth-gbp/
https://www.platinumcryptoacademy.com/cryptocurrency-market-analysis/ethereum-price-eth-how-to-trade-eth-gbp/
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RIPPLE - XRP/GBP

Previous Analysis...

After trading between the moving averages 
for the past few days, the bears pulled XRP 
below the 50-day SMA on September 19. 
This aggravated selling and the XRP/GBP 
pair broke below the September 7 intraday 
low of £0.6906.

The bulls are currently attempting to arrest 
the decline near £0.64 but the relief rally is 
likely to face stiff resistance at the 20-day 
EMA. The moving averages are close to a 
bearish crossover and the RSI is in the nega-
tive territory.

If the price turns down from the 20-day 

EMA, the bears will try to resume the down-
trend. If the price slips below £0.64, the 
decline could extend to the next major sup-
port at £0.50.

A breakout and close above the 20-day 
EMA will be the first indication that the bears 
may be losing their grip.

https://www.platinumcryptoacademy.com/cryptocurrency-market-analysis/xrp-price-gbp-how-to-trade-xrp-gbp/
https://www.platinumcryptoacademy.com/cryptocurrency-market-analysis/ethereum-price-eth-how-to-trade-eth-gbp/
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CARDANO - ADA/GBP

Cardano rose above the 20-day EMA on 
September 16 but higher levels attracted 
strong selling as seen from the long wick 
on the day’s candlestick. The ADA/GBP pair 
gradually drifted down to the 50-day SMA 
and plummeted below it on September 20.
 
This suggests that supply exceeds demand. 
The moving averages are on the verge of 
a bearish crossover and the RSI is in the 
negative territory, suggesting that bears are 
in control.

The bulls may attempt a relief rally but they 

are likely to counter strong selling at the 
20-day EMA. If the price turns down from 
this resistance, the pair could slump to the 
critical support at £1.33.

This negative view will invalidate if the 
price breaks out and sustains above the 
downtrend line.

Previous Analysis...

https://www.platinumcryptoacademy.com/cryptocurrency-market-analysis/cardano-price-gbp-how-to-trade-ada-gbp/
https://www.platinumcryptoacademy.com/cryptocurrency-market-analysis/ethereum-price-eth-how-to-trade-eth-gbp/
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BINANCE - BNB/GBP

Binance Coin rose to the 20-day EMA on 
September 15 but the bears were in no 
mood to relent. They aggressively defended 
the overhead resistance and pulled the 
BNB/GBP pair below the 50-day SMA on 
September 17.

The bulls tried to reclaim the level on 
September 18 and 19 but could not sustain 
the price above the 50-day SMA. This could 
have attracted further selling and the pair 
broke below the September 7 intraday low 
of £268.10.

The long tail on today’s candlestick suggests 
that bulls are attempting a relief rally. If 
bears do not give up much ground, the pair 
could resume its down move and plunge to 
the next support at £240.

The moving averages have completed a 
bearish crossover and the RSI is in the 
negative territory, indicating that bears are 
in command. A breakout and close above 
£320 will indicate that the correction may 
be over.

Previous Analysis...

https://www.platinumcryptoacademy.com/cryptocurrency-market-analysis/bnb-price-gbp-how-to-trade-bnb-gbp/
https://www.platinumcryptoacademy.com/cryptocurrency-market-analysis/ethereum-price-eth-how-to-trade-eth-gbp/
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https://www.degethal.com/?utm_source=advertisement&utm_campaign=magazine&utm_content=degethal
https://degethal.com/uploads/Whitepaper-3.0.pdf
https://www.degethal.com/?utm_source=advertisement&utm_campaign=magazine&utm_content=degethal
https://www.degethal.com/?utm_source=advertisement&utm_campaign=magazine&utm_content=degethal
https://www.degethal.com/?utm_source=advertisement&utm_campaign=magazine&utm_content=degethal
mailto:support@degethal.com
https://www.degethal.com/?utm_source=advertisement&utm_campaign=magazine&utm_content=degethal
https://www.degethal.com/?utm_source=advertisement&utm_campaign=magazine&utm_content=degethal
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https://t.me/DeGeThalOfficial
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PRESS RELEASE

Kanaloa Network is a decentralized finance token 
and blockchain solutions provider focused on 
lowering the technical barrier and broadening the 
gateway into the world of DeFi. Kanaloa Network 
is the “NEBULA OF DEFI”, providing casual users 
an array of user-friendly products and the ability to 
safely participate in the exciting world of blockchain 
and decentralized finance with ease.

Kanaloa sets a special focus on releasing the 
enormous untapped potential of use-case-based 
non-fungible tokens. Kanaloa aims to create an 
ecosystem of interest-bearing, privilege-yielding, 
and playable NFT’s across the platform for an easy 
and sustainable way to access the network and 
earn passive income. Kanaloa’s NFT’s act as unique 
keys to unlock exclusive doorways throughout the 
network. 

The problems DeFi faces today and how the Kanaloa 
Network will fix them

The obstacle for mass adoption and broad usage 
of DeFi products lies in the high technical barrier of 
entry the space presents. New market participants 
are required to invest a substantial amount of time 
and resources into researching the space, how it 
functions, and the potential danger it can present 
to their product or investment. For institutional 
investors, like most small to medium-sized companies 
(representing 90% of worldwide companies and 
employing 50% of the worldwide workforce today), 
outsourcing this to a qualified expert is not feasible. 
Hiring a specialist in-house presents an even bigger 
financial commitment to such a venture. Assuming 

these limitations, the DeFi sector closes itself off 
to a major part of potential market participants 
worldwide.

Kanaloa’s simple-to-use Diamond-Token Generator 
offers a never-before-seen moldability to the 
projects generated, giving its participants a range 
of new features to choose from and deploy with a 
few clicks of a button. This process eliminates the 
need for an intricate understanding of blockchain 
programming or expensive outsourcing to 3rd party 
developers. 

With market conditions and regulations changing 
on a daily basis, retail and institutional investors in 
the DeFi space are faced with an increasing need 
for adaptability of their investment vehicles, and 
products alike. Classical ERC-20 contracts do not 
lend themselves to flexibility on a trustless basis. 
Facing the market participants with a dilemma 
of having a stiff investment vehicle in a rapidly 
changing environment, or the need for a trust-
based open contract system, leaving it vulnerable 
to the same human errors and manipulation classical 
financial tools present. As a result, a substantial 
amount of

institutional and retail investors interested and 
bound to regulatory compliance and unadaptable 
products remain closed off to the market.

The Kanaloa Network with the usage of the EIP-2535 
standard allows projects to transform alongside the 
evolving DeFi landscape on the fly. While Kanaloa’s 
Contract Validation Toolkit will enable users to 

https://www.platinumcryptoacademy.com/press-release/the-kanaloa-network-a-new-way-of-doing-things/
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research projects of interest and validate contracts 
existing on the market today. This toolkit will allow 
everyday users to verify the integrity of existing 
contracts on the market with an easy-to-understand 
UI and functionality. The CVT will employ a rating 
system based on a system of metrics, and distribute 
a score for each project accordingly. This will give 
users the ability to “see behind the curtain” for any 
potentially malicious code or structure, and deliver 
better investment decision-making opportunities.

The enormous untapped potential of NFT’s – the 
power of ERC-1155 and ERC-721 Tokens harvested 
by the Network 

Supported by a strong foundation of use-cases and 
a self-sustaining ecosystem, the Kanaloa network 
offers master keys to the technical doorways 
presented in the realm of DeFi today. With the goal 
to unlock the full potential of the EIP-2535 standard, 
and build a self-sustaining network on a trustless 
basis via implemented “proof of commitment” 
mechanics via ERC-1155 “NFT keys”. The Kanaloa 
network will allow its participants a fully decoupled, 
decentralized, and adaptable portal to the DeFi 
landscape of tomorrow. 

As the core piece of the Kanaloa Network NFT 
ecosystem will stand the “World-ender” NFTs 
consisting of a set of six individual monster cards 
used to gain key access to the vital parts of 
the Network itself. Each of these NFTs has its 
own function and designated use case. These six 
cards will be available in three different tiers to 
maximize the spread throughout the active Kanaloa 
community and network participants. The core 
NFTs are distributed in a monthly challenge issued 
by the team throughout the course of the first six 
months of the project being active. All core NFTs 
are stackable. 

Another core piece for the network lore are the 
“Kanaloa legends” series is an ongoing, page-by-
page produced, graphic novel series exploring 
the haunted world of the Kanaloa Nebula. This 
sci-fi horror series is drawn by the established 
in-house artist team. The Kanaloa legends are 
another repertoire of NFTs the Kanaloa Network will 
explore to their fullest potential. With the page-by-
page release schedule of the ERC-1155 based pages, 
this collectible series is the first of its kind and will 
provide the consumer and creator with a never seen 
before financial liberty to interact with the collection 
in different roles, like creator, trader, collector, or 
simply reader. The Kanaloa Network plans to create 
a new medium in which creative interaction can take 
place and IPs can be used to its fullest potential. 

The Kanaloa Network will further release a set of 
collectible ERC-721 & highly limited ERC-1155 art sets 

granting access to special auctions to be held on 
the  NFT platform. These special collectibles will 
be part of an auction process to be announced. 
The Kanaloa Network aims to work with a set 
of established artists for these pieces, creating 
a special blend of access key and fine art for 
appreciating collectors and investors alike.

How the network connects – the Kanaloa Network 
partners 

Kanaloa has started to build a network of high-
quality partners right out of the gate and is proud 
to count established projects like Reef Finance, 
Olive Cash, SWFT Blockchain, and Sota Finance 
within its partners. The Kanaloa Network will build 
on this and aims to extend its corporation within 
the crypto space on all fronts. And while calling the 
BSC home, for now, the Team is enthusiastic to start 
building on the Reef Chain and extending the reach 
of the Network with further partnership and chain 
extensions in their sights. 

The Team behind the network – who are they 

Formed by a young team of blockchain and business 
developers coming from all over the crypto space 
the Kanaloa Network has a unique setup for an 
optimized production schedule and community 
management. 

All information about the doxxed Team member 
Florian Pfeiffer can be found on his official Linkedin 
profile: 

Further, can all Team members be found in the 
official Kanaloa Network Telegram chat willing to 
answer any and all questions about the project.

The next steps – how the network will grow 

With almost all goals reached for this quarter, the 
Kanaloa team now focuses fully on the development 
of the network components to keep up the 
fulfillment rate presented so far. This includes a 
multitude of updates on a weekly schedule as well 
as running the ongoing challenges as an exclusive 
way to acquire the network access NFTs over the 
next months. The implementation of the ERC-2535 
standard provides Kanaloas products and network 
with unprecedented modularity. This flexibility 
grants the Kanaloa development team the ability 
to add or remove an unlimited number of features 
to products and the network. This moldability will 
ensure Kanaloa’s innovations are on the cusp of 
blockchain and decentralized finance evolution 
and secure a competitive market position amongst 
an ever-changing landscape. With the ERC-1155 
and ERC-721 tokens (NFT) as an intricate part of 
the network governance and reward privileges, 

https://www.linkedin.com/in/florian-pfeiffer-022285200
https://www.linkedin.com/in/florian-pfeiffer-022285200
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Kanaloa is creating a secondary market for highly scarce, interest-yielding, and privilege granting NFTs of 
the network. These factors will play a vital role in distinguishing Kanaloa Network from its competitors. To 
become the premier platform for new DeFi projects and products worldwide, Kanaloa will partner with a 
number of existing projects within the DeFi space. Partnerships will be formed with the goal to extend the 
capability and security of the network and its products, and aim to provide a multitude of verified partner 
products to be implemented into the expanding network. 

Karnav Shah, Editor in Chief at Cryptonaire Weekly thinks highly of the Kanaloa project, he explained: 
“Kanaloa Network has become the “Nebula of DEFI”, providing casual users the ability to safely participate 
in the exciting world of Blockchain and decentralized finance with ease. Project’s like Kanaloa Network are 
exciting and we make sure to help them reach the larger crypto community by sharing more about these 
shapeshifting solutions with our readers and across our community channels.”

The home of the Nebula – where Kanaloa can be found 

All information about the project and the network components can be found on the official webiste www.
kanaloa.network 

All official NFTs can be found in the Sota NFT store here 

All updates and competition can be found in the official Telegram announcement channel

The community and Team can be found in the official Telegram chat

https://sota.finance/profile?id=9803
https://t.me/kanaloanetworkannouncement
https://t.me/KanaloaNetwork
https://kanaloa.network/
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ZUG, Switzerland – RMRK, an advanced non-fungible 
token (NFT) project, has released their Kanaria bird NFT 
project, ushering in the first wave of next generation 
NFTs. “The long anticipated release of Kanaria and 
trading has been well met by the community and 
Bruno, with vision beyond his time, has been able to 
achieve with the RMRK standard on Kusama what 
many on Ethereum are still trying to accomplish” says 
Mahalleinir from D1 Ventures, an early backer.

In March 2021, RMRK launched a gamified “initial 
collectible offering” called Kanaria, pioneering an 
NFT-crowdfunding approach that netted them a 
total of 6 million USD in limited edition egg-NFT 
sales. Over 8,500 out of a total of 9999 eggs were 
claimed by participants.

With an innovative feature of on-chain emotes, 
owners and observers could drop reactions on these 
NFTs, influencing the look, feel, functionality, and 
inventory of birds that would “hatch” from the eggs. 
Starting with September 2021, the eggs have hatched 
into advanced NFTs on the Kusama blockchain 
(Polkadot’s value-bearing canary network).

“RMRK NFTs are natively connected to every chain 
that connects to the [Kusama] relay chain. They are 
multi-chain by default.”, says Bruno Škvorc, project 
founder, in an explainer and announcement thread.

With this release, Kanaria is now a full-fledged NFT 
ecosystem, complete with a secondary market where 
items (wearables, backgrounds, etc.) are traded 
between bird owners. The RMRK team is looking to 
build on its success with Kanaria and make the full 
RMRK 2.0 standards available for adoption across all 
substrate-based ecosystems and later into EVM chains 
like Polygon and Moonriver.

With powerful partnerships with some of the 

biggest parachains and candidates in the Polkadot 
and Kusama ecosystem already sealed, the RMRK 
standards for NFTs 2.0 are poised to become 
the first unofficial shared-runtime environment in 
the Polkadot ecosystem, allowing for seamless 
teleportation of non fungible assets to and from any 
supported chain, natively, and at almost zero cost, 
while the multi-chain evolvable nature of these NFTs 
opens new, unprecedented doors:

“[…] imagine […] coming up with a game in the future 
and simply reusing the NFTs that already exist by 
adding a new resource to them – giving them eternal 
liquidity and long lasting forward compatibility 
without planning in advance […] imagine if you could 
put a branded hoodie onto a cryptopunk. How 
much exposure is that?” – says Škvorc.

Discussing the RMRK Project, CEO Platinum Crypto 
Academy and Editor in Chief at Cryptonaire Weekly 
Mr Karnav Shah noted: “ It’s rare you come across 
an NFT project that explores wider utilities of the 
blockchain technology and expands the horizons 
even further. We are truly excited to share the RMRK 
project and explain its fundamentals to our readers. 
We are certain that we will have more about this 
promising venture in our subsequent publications.”

You can learn more about RMRK at rmrk.app, take 
Kanaria for a spin at kanaria.rmrk.app, and play 
around with their official minting and trading UI for 
1.0 NFTs called Singular on singular.rmrk.app. You 
can also watch a live demo of Kanaria’s functionality 
in this replayable crowdcast.

Reach out to the team at hello@rmrk.app, on 
Telegram, or on Twitter, and read their blog on 
Subsocial.

https://www.platinumcryptoacademy.com/demo/rmrk-an-advanced-nft-project/
https://rmrk.link/3lbOr8C
https://rmrk.link/3hkOXjB
https://rmrk.link/3hkOXjB
https://rmrk.link/3yWsqiN
https://rmrk.link/2X5zgW3
https://rmrk.link/3tyk7IR
https://rmrk.link/2Vuwb1g
https://rmrk.link/3njAzvJ
https://rmrk.link/2YzUTOX
https://rmrk.link/2YzUTOX
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Cryptonaire Weekly, the number one crypto trading 
magazine, by Platinum Crypto Academy, will be 
publishing its 200th Edition, keeping you updated 
on the latest cryptocurrency developments. 
Cryptonaire Weekly is proud to announce the 
publishing of its 200th edition of the magazine this 
week, since it was established in 2017.

There is always something new and exciting in 
the cryptocurrency and blockchain field, and 
staying up to date opens up opportunities to 
crypto enthusiasts and investors alike. Just as the 
name suggests, Cryptonaire Weekly releases a new 
edition every week in regards to the cryptocurrency 
and blockchain industry. In the last 199 editions, 
subscribers have been able to obtain information 
regarding crypto trade opportunities, reports on 
new and existing coins, as well as any developments 
and advancements in the crypto sphere. 

Marking the 200th Cryptonaire Weekly Edition, it 
will be released this week following the ongoing 
consistent trend without failure. For more than 
three years now, it is evident that Cryptonaire 
Weekly has delivered without failure, not only 
crypto enthusiasts but also to everyone seeking to 
gain more knowledge about digital currency and 
blockchain technology. 

It is important that investors are able to make 
sound decisions regarding the crypto market. We 
ensure that we bring you crypto analysis coverage, 
backed by information from industry experts and 
professionals. Karnav Shah, Director of Platinum 
Media Services and Co-founder and Chief Editor of 
Cryptonaire Weekly, is and will be working towards 
ensuring that the entire team comes together to 
retain reliability, high quality, and up to date content.

There is much more to cryptocurrency that knowing 
about the existing coins and tokens. The crypto 
market is inclusive of blockchain projects, and in an 
effort to have a better understanding of what to 
expect, it is important to remain up to date and in 
the limelight of every happening through a reliable 
source. What better way to gain knowledge that is 
reliable, efficient and timely than through a crypto-
focused platform that takes to heart all happenings 
in the crypto and blockchain industry? 

Supported by Platinum Crypto Academy, subscribers 
will not only get to know about what is going on in 
the market but also about what they should expect. 
As such, Cryptonaire Weekly is seeking to continue 
providing relevant and reliable information about 
what is going on in the market currently, but it 
also provides a forecast on crypto trends to help 
investors predict different markets and where to 
invest at a certain period. 

Look out for not just the 200th Cryptonaire Weekly 
Edition but for many more every week of the month. 

THE TEAM BEHIND CRYPTONAIRE WEEKLY 
Cryptonaire Weekly, a renowned digitalised crypto 
publication, is led by the Chief Editor, Karnav Shah. 
The entire team comprises of market leaders with 
sufficient knowledge in their fields. The conception 
of this publication occurred during a time when 
blockchain and cryptocurrencies was not a favorable 
industry. However, the company beat the odds 
through persistent education forums, especially 
through digital platforms about the industry, and 
we are proud to currently be a leading information 
ground for crypto enthusiasts and beginners alike.

https://www.platinumcryptoacademy.com/press-release/cryptonaire-weekly-to-publish-its-200th-edition/
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Read more...

ADVANCEMENTS IN THE CRYPTOCURRENCY WORLD
BITCOIN WORTH $2 BILLION MOVES FOR JUST 

$0.78

An unknown wallet benefited from Bitcoin’s 
low-fee blockchain yesterday with a transaction 
worth $2 billion.

Block data from Blockchain.com reveals that 
a colossal Bitcoin (BTC) transaction worth $2 
billion was processed on Monday night. Despite 
the enormous financial value, the unknown 
wallet holder only paid 0.00001713 BTC fees 
equivalent to $0.78. 

Although it is unknown what the purpose of 
this transfer was, or indeed which individual 
or entity enacted it, what has clearly been 
showcased is the enormous potential of 
financial transactions utilizing cryptocurrency 
and blockchain technologies.

However, this is not the first instance of a 
transaction of this magnitude with minimal fees. 
Back in August 2020, a Bitcoin transaction 
worth $1 billion was recorded with a nominal 
fee of just $4.

Attempts to transfer money of this value 
in traditional fiat markets would simply be 
futile. Anchored to anachronistic models, the 
financial ecosystem stands as a stark outlier 
to the instantaneous, largely inclusive, modern 
information services experience.

An international fiat transfer often takes one 
to four working days to process and includes a 
hefty transaction fee of 1%–3%. For a transaction 
worth $2 billion, this would come at the cost of 
between $20 million and $60 million.

https://www.platinumcryptoacademy.com/press-release/cryptonaire-weekly-to-publish-its-200th-edition/
https://cointelegraph.com/news/bitcoin-worth-2-billion-moves-for-just-78-cents
https://cointelegraph.com/news/bitcoin-worth-2-billion-moves-for-just-78-cents
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https://ro.pinterest.com/miningwatchdog/
https://www.instagram.com/miningwatchdog98/
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With the changing times, people need to get used 
to the trends. At this moment, crypto investments 
are the best thing for Millennials and small-scale 
investors. With proper strategies, one can get a 
new way of passive income with more stability 
and higher returns through real estate. Both real 
estate and crypto token investments are becoming 
intertwined. The genius estate is becoming the 
leader in this scenario. This new-age company is 
using blockchain and the latest technologies to 
ensure that investors get it easy. 

The brand is making the real estate market accessible 
with its vision. Genius Estates is planning to release 
its next-level tokens for small-scale investors soon.

This company needs some applause for making 
everything easier with cryptocurrency. However, 
before diving into the achievements of Genius 
Estates, one should understand the basic definition 
of a token. A token is a digital acknowledgement 
of money in the form of cryptocurrency. An 
authority issues tokens through cryptocurrencies. 
In simple words, it is a digital share in the form of 
cryptocurrencies. A token can be helpful in buying 
shares in any project. It can also fetch great returns. 

WHAT IS THE GENIUS ESTATES IDEA?
Genius Estates is bringing something unique to 
investors. This blockchain investing platform has 
offered a great idea. It offers a modern and active 
marketplace for all investors. The idea is to provide 
various kinds of options in different sectors.

The GENiUX token supports a diverse range of 

STOs. The Genius Estates idea is to offer sustainable 
income to investors.The main idea of Genius Estates 
is to allow everyone to invest, irrespective of their 
investment amount. Thus, it wants to democratise 
the whole real estate. But, if one wants to understand 
their idea, understand their tokens.

Genius Estates issues cryptocurrency through 
their advanced GENiUX ICO. A token is a kind of 
cryptocurrency that one can use for multiple online 
transactions. It is easily accessible, and Genius sells 
its tokens in an affordable range. This brand designs 
its GENiUX token based on the ERC20 standard. It is 
an Ethereum-based token and has many uses.

HOW IS GENIUS ESTATES DEMOCRATISING 
REAL ESTATE? 
The conventional real estate transactions were not 
favourable to small investors. Earlier, there were 
only a few investment options. One could invest 
in a property by purchasing it. Then there were 
also other ways like mortgaging the property to 
investment. But this kept a large section of investors 
away. Small-scale investors were unable to invest 
a large amount due to their economic condition. 
Hence, they used to avoid this sector. Additionally, 
the complicated investment laws also discourage 
them.

All of these changed when Genius started its mission. 
Now, the GENiUX tokens will become available for 
small-scale investors. The brand is the first platform 
to release Ethereum-based tokens. In addition, 
Genius Estates uses AI-enabled technology to offer 
unique experiences. Hence, an investor can easily 

https://www.platinumcryptoacademy.com/cryptocurrency-investment/how-geniux-token-leverages-blockchain-to-allow-private-investors-to-tap-into-the-real-estate-markets/
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DIVERSE PORTFOLIOS TO INVEST
The best part of the platform is their diversity. 
They pick only the best projects for their investors. 
Hence, one can get assured returns with guidance. 
Additionally, it also encourages its investors to 
share the knowledge. With each referral program, 
the investors get rewards in USDT, thus further 
adding to their strength.

This modern brand has now opened the blocked 
road of cryptocurrency to its users. Now, anyone 
can be an active investor and participate in economic 
contribution. Genius Estates plans to circulate one 
billion real estate cryptos tokens all over the world. 
The future looks a lot brighter. This way, Genius is 
changing everything conventional to pave the way 
for development.

OVERVIEW OF GENIUS REAL ESTATE 
MARKETPLACE
Genius Real Estate Marketplace has already created 
a buzz among Gen Z investors. It is something 
new and unique that everyone needs to check 
out. Genius Real Estate Marketplace is best for 
crypto investments in real estate. It is an online 
marketplace, especially for small-scale investors. 
The marketplace allows investors to connect with 
different parties who are interested in selling their 
NFT’s. Genius Estate has come up with a virtual 
umbrella for projects. It is diverse and widely 
usable. Additionally, the company plans to grow 
Genius Estates. They planned to launch Genius 
assets marketplace this year.

get STOs through their smartphones. The company 
plans to issue real estate crypto tokens to investors. 
This has offered a new way of investing. After that, 
anyone can invest a small amount on a big project 
and can get assured returns. The best part about 
GENiUX is that it offers a diverse path.

GENiUX has the ERC-20 based system. So, how 
is that different? Firstly, they plan on digitizing 
real estate projects with blockchain technology. 
An investor must create an account in a trading 
platform to deal in STO. These platforms have 
different rules and may not offer lucrative deals. 
But Genius Estates has changed all these. Now, an 
investor does not need to go through a complicated 
process. GENiUX uses its own marketplace to offer 
easier tokenization. This platform is easy to use 
and has multiple opportunities. This company also 
uses its native ERC-20 GENiUX  token. The token 
is based on the Ethereum blockchain and offers 
great security. One can use these tokens to invest 
in different STOs and NFT’s.

Hence, investors now do not have to use different 
marketplaces and platforms. The diverse platform 
allows the investors to choose different projects. 
They can invest in a desirable project without 
any hassle. Furthermore, Genius Estates allows 
its users to use the native token. That means one 
token and one platform offer all sorts of investment 
options. After an investor gets asset allocation, the 
procedure becomes stable. One can also sell their 
share of investment through the P2P option in the 
Genius Estates marketplace. Additionally, they have 
the option of withdrawing or re-investing it. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SK86JfJi9ls
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It is a new-age e-commerce platform. That means 
Genius Estates offers investment options on 
different projects. So, an investor can invest in 
different projects in a single place. Another benefit 
of Genius Estates is its direct collaboration. Thus, 
the brand releases the project itself. It has planned 
to launch its first ever property in 2021. The Genius 
Estates exclusive property from Ireland is already in 
talks. Here, one can use exclusive GENiUX tokens 
to invest. It is one of the best Ethereum tokens with 
proper blockchain security. 

The Genius Assets Marketplace is a multi-faced 
site. Anyone can invest in different real estate 
properties from here. But there are also other 
options for an investor. It is a movable asset 
investment program. This company also offers 
investment scopes in sports. Furthermore, users 
can invest in artwork that has been digitized and 
turned into NFTs. The marketplace is an ambitious 
project from Genius Estates. Investors can also earn 
their revenues and returns through USDT. Then, 
an investor can use these tokens to reinvest in the 
Genius Assets Marketplace. Hence, investors review 
information and rain updates every time. Moreover, 
there are experts who guide the investors through 
the marketplace.

ADVANTAGES OF GENIUX TOKEN
If anyone is looking for secure and reliable real 
estate crypto tokens, GENiUX is the best choice. 
However, it is not a simple token – it is a super token.

Genius Estates have entered into a smart contract 
with Ethereum. It is offering the first ever token 
based on the ERC 20 token. The GENiUX token 
uses the unused cycles of computers and smart 
devices. Additionally, the token system utilises 
AI and machine learning to offer protection to its 
investors during transactions.
Another benefit is the rapid DAG-based crypto. It 
uses the modern-age blockchain and a fast DAG-
based payment system. Hence, the virtual network 
becomes faster. As a result, faster token allocation 
and seamless service are now possible.
With artificial intelligence and machine learning, 
the transaction becomes easier and user-friendly. 
One does not need to use a special wallet to get 
STOs. Instead, they can use their cash or bank 
payment to buy GENiUX tokens. The AI processes 
all the data and ensures each investor gets a clear 
and distributed web interface. It protects them 
from cyber threats and also keeps their identity 
encrypted.
The GENiUX token system is a hybrid token system. 
Hence, anyone can buy tokens from any part of the 
world without any complications except a couple of 
restricted countries where it’s illegal or where the 
EU have sanctions on them. Everywhere else, there 
is no need for any special licenses.

GENiUX tokens maintain the industry standard. 
It is planning to get approval through Estonian 
regulators. The barns are in the final stage and will 
get whitepaper approval soon. That means that 
investors now can trust the GENiUX token system 
as it has proper regulation.
GENiUX tokens are also easily accessible. An 
investor can use the tokens to invest in different 
options. Additionally, they can also receive revenues 
in tokens.
A user can sell their tokens directly on an exchange 
which supports their country’s currency and use the 
money as per their wish.
Additionally, Genius Estates also offers a huge 
number of tokens for its investors. Hence, there is 
enough scope for anyone.

IS GENIUX SUSTAINABLE?
Investing in cryptocurrency is changing day by day. 
Crypto investors these days are looking for more 
diversification opportunities for their portfolios. 
Genius Estates helps these investors generate a 
passive income through a lucrative investment 
program. You can get your real estate tokens in 
addition to investing in a wide array of exciting 
projects.

In the near future, Genius Estates envisions digitizing 
the value of sporting teams. The company will 
provide investors the opportunity to earn dividends 
whenever a player is transferred or monetized. 
They are developing a Genius Saver app, which will 
be released by next year. There is an impressive 
roadmap showing the progress and plans they have 
for the future. To facilitate trades of GENiUX tokens 
for profit, the company aim is to contribute to the 
success of investors through its STO opportunities. 
This ensures the sustainability of Genius Estates, as 
well as the GENiUX token.

CONCLUSION
Genius Estates is making its move with the crypto 
token investment method in the real estate sector. 
The brand plans to circulate 1 billion tokens based 
on Ethereum. Besides, it has made a user-friendly 
marketplace for Genius Estate users. This will allow 
small-scale and young investors to invest in real 
estate. With Genius estates, even novice investors 
will have a chance to dream big.

Additionally, it uses a fast and reliable STO with 
ERC-20 blockchain to ensure the system remains 
transparent. Its marketplace will allow investors to 
select their best possible options. Now, anyone can 
invest in different projects without any complications 
and hassle. Geniux has a bright future ahead. In turn, 
it will also transform the investment scenario of the 
real estate sector.
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Largest NFT Market by Volume 

Opensea Launches Smartphone 

Application

Read more...

On September 17, the largest non-fungible token 
(NFT) marketplace in terms of volume, Opensea, 
announced the launch of the platform’s mobile 
application. Opensea marketplace users can now 
access a wide variety of NFT collections on their 
smartphones by downloading the application 
from Apple’s App Store or the Google Play store.

Opensea Launches Mobile App for iOS 
and Android Phones
According to marketplace statistics from 
dappradar.com, Opensea is the largest NFT 
market in terms of global trade volume. All-
time statistics indicate that Opensea has seen 
625,620 traders and $6.53 billion in volume. 
Axie Infinity and the Cryptopunks NFT collection 
fall behind Opensea’s volume as Axie Infinity 
has seen $2.11 billion and Cryptopunks has 
gathered $1.31 billion.

In recent times, Opensea has added Polygon 
(MATIC) support and toward the end of July, 
the leading marketplace announced a $100 
million capital raise. Opensea has continued 
to see record sales but on September 15, the 
company announced that an employee was 
caught leveraging insider information to trade.

The NFT market’s management detailed that 
Opensea team members “may not buy or sell 
from collections or creators” while they are 
being promoted by Opensea. Furthermore, 
“Opensea team members are prohibited from 
using confidential information to purchase or 
sell any NFTs, whether available on the Opensea 
platform or not,” the team detailed last week.

The top cryptocurrencies have all fallen amidst a 
drop in stocks and fears over China’s Evergrande.

Leading cryptocurrencies have fallen by double-
digits amid a bearish week for the S&P 500 and 
China’s property giant Evergrande’s debt crisis. 

Crypto’s flagship asset, Bitcoin, has largely 
staved off a decline during the last week, falling 
only 2.6% in the past seven days. 

In the last 24 hours, however, it has fallen by 6.9% to 
a price of $45,000. El Salvador’s president, Nayib 
Bukele, has taken the opportunity to suggest 
“buying the dip” as Bitcoin’s price continues to 
fall. Ever since El Salvador adopted Bitcoin as 
legal tender on September 7, 2021, the leading 
cryptocurrency’s price has fallen by almost 14%. 

Other cryptocurrencies have experienced much 
more dramatic price crashes in the last week, 
as well as in the last 24 hours.

One such cryptocurrency is Solana, which 
has fallen by 19.6% in the last week and 13.5% 
in the last 24 hours. Solana’s bad week is 
largely down to a 17-hour outage, which Solana 
founder Anatoly Yakovenko explained as due 
to bots “flooding the network.” 

Ethereum has also fallen significantly—by 
approximately 8.3% both during the week and 
over 9% in the last 24 hours. It isn’t immediately 
evident why Ethereum has declined in value in 
the last few days, given that it recently crossed 
the $3,600 price mark, and Vitalik Buterin 
made Time’s 100 most influential people list.

Crypto Prices Plummet Amid Global 

Market Fears

Read more...

https://news.bitcoin.com/largest-nft-market-by-volume-opensea-launches-smartphone-application/
https://news.bitcoin.com/largest-nft-market-by-volume-opensea-launches-smartphone-application/
https://decrypt.co/81312/crypto-prices-plummet-amid-global-market-fears
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Cryptocurrency Is 
Picking up Steam 
in Small Cities in 
India

Read more...
Read more...

Cryptocurrency 
usage and trading 
are experiencing 

a boom in India, and 
most of this growth 
is coming from small 
cities. According to 
reports from local 
exchanges, the growth 
has been exponential. 
The profile of these 
new participants has 
also been interesting, 
as they are highly 
educated, not only 
focused just on 
bitcoin, and are open 
to diversifying their 
portfolios with more 
exotic offerings.

Crypto Grows in India’s 
Small Cities
Cryptocurrency usage 
and trading are being 
embraced by Indian 
citizens as a way of 
investing and gaining 
additional money after 
the Covid-19 pandemic, 
according to reports 
from regional media 

outlets. But what’s more 
interesting is that this 
growth is even bigger in 
small cities, where inter-
est in cryptocurrency is 
reportedly peaking.

A local exchange, 
Wazirx, reported amaz-
ing levels of new cus-
tomers coming from 
these small cities, that 
are classified as tier-2 
and tier-3 cities. The 
exchange reported 
users signups from 
these cities have grown 
by 2,648%. Wazirx CEO, 
Nischal Shetty, told the 
India Times that:

"Tier-2 and tier-3 cities 
have driven almost 55% 
of total user sign-ups on 
Wazirx in 2021, thereby 
overtaking tier-1 cities, 
which demonstrated 
a sign-up growth of 
2,375%."

El Salvador Buys the 
Bitcoin Dip as Top 
Coins Tumble

Amid a broader 
crypto market 
crash, El 

Salvador’s President 
moves to add 150 
Bitcoin to the country’s 
stash.

Nayib Bukele, the 
president of El Salvador, 
revealed that the Latin 
American country has 
purchased 150 more Bit-
coin while prices were 
declining on Monday 
morning.

According to data from 
CoinGecko, the leading 
cryptocurrency plum-
meted by 6.9% over the 
last 24 hours, changing 
hands around $45,000 

by press time.

Other top cryptocurren-
cies, including Cardano 
(ADA), XRP, Solana 
(SOL), and Polkadot 
(DOT), all shed double-
digits over the day, while 
Ethereum, the second-
largest cryptocurrency 
by market cap, is down 
9.2%, currently trading 
at $3,137.

“They can never beat 
you if you buy the dips,” 
Bukele tweeted, add-
ing that this can well be 
considered “presidential 
advice.”

With the latest pur-
chase, El Salvador now 
holds 700 Bitcoin worth 

about $31 million.

Bukele’s government purchased its first 400 Bit-
coin on September 6, the day before El Salvador 
became the first country in the world to formally 
recognize cryptocurrency as legal tender.

https://news.bitcoin.com/cryptocurrency-is-picking-up-steam-in-india-small-cities/
https://news.bitcoin.com/cryptocurrency-is-picking-up-steam-in-india-small-cities/
https://decrypt.co/81302/el-salvador-buys-bitcoin-dip-top-coins-tumble
https://decrypt.co/81302/el-salvador-buys-bitcoin-dip-top-coins-tumble
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As people sought a different option to trade assets, 
NFTs first appeared in 2015 as a way of transferring 
assets and later on collectables. A major surge in 
popularity occurred in late 2017 when crypto punks 
and crypto kitties arose. With each passing minute, 
NFTs are becoming more popular. Since NFTs are 
unique and valuable, they have become the latest 
trademark for the rich to display their wealth.

Among non-fungible tokens (NFTs), there was a 
jump in online sales in early 2021. The NFT market 
also broke a few records, and many investors were 
interested in investing. Recently, a new type of NFT 
was introduced – the hentai NFT. Dirty finance 
stands out as one of the best hentai NFT projects. 
This article will teach you everything you need to 
know about dirty finance.

WHAT IS DIRTY TOKEN? 
Dirty finance creates non-fungible tokens based on 
the hentai genre. The project is Ethereum-based, 
and its native token is called DIRTY. Dirty finance is a 
brand new token developed to attract investors by 
allowing investors to purchase rare NFTs. The Dirty 
Finance rare NFTs are available for purchase with 
DirtyCash, which can be earned by farming $DIRTY. 
The biggest holders of NFT can get the rarest ones. 
There are only a few non-fungible hentai tokens, 
and only large token holders can buy them. These 
exclusive nude dress NFTs are available to token 
holders of rank 5. In contrast, the lowest grade is 
also assigned to NFT characters with full dress.

WHAT IS CRYPTO TOKEN STAKING?
Token holders can take advantage of the size of 

their crypto holdings by staking their crypto. This is 
one of the best ways to maximise the benefits. The 
concept of staking is relatively new to investors, 
and many investors confuse the returns associated 
with staking coins with the security offered by 
bank deposits. Earnings for stakes are determined 
according to the ratio of your stake to that of 
the network. When your stake is higher than the 
network, you have a greater chance of mining a 
block, thus receiving more rewards.

In spite of this, Stakers are responsible for certain 
aspects of the network. Some stakeholder systems 
require stakeholder voting on major decisions or 
that require stakeholder validation of transactions. In 
the event that you fail to meet these responsibilities, 
you could lose your coins. Staking through a 
cryptocurrency exchange or pool makes these 
requirements automated and pays your rewards.  
In general, staking some tokens earns you rewards.

WHAT ARE STAKING REWARDS FOR THE 
DIRTY TOKEN? 
Dirty finance rewards its stakers with great rewards. 
They offer holders the opportunity to earn Dirty 
cash.  Dirty cash can be used on dirty finance as a 
currency. The stakeholders can earn dirty cash per 
min, per $DIRTY, or per LP V2 Token. Compared to 
standard staking, the LP token would offer stakers 
the fastest and most efficient way to earn DIRTY 
cash. Token holders will earn more DIRTY cash faster 
with LP tokens than by doing standard staking. LP 
staking limits are lower, so once you have staked 
all of your Dirty, you are better off stake the rest in 
standard staking.  A standard pool using $DIRTY will 

https://www.platinumcryptoacademy.com/cryptocurrency-investment/dirty-finance-a-dirty-deal-on-hentai-nfts-from-crypto-project/
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have a limit of 2 Billion at maximum.

In contrast, the LP Token pool will entail a maximum of 10,000 tokens. The maximum limit per wallet would 
mean that one whale would not be able to obtain NFT’s as rapidly as before. In turn, this will push prices 
up as investors hold on to their investments longer. Below are the rewards to dirty finance stakeholders.
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REWARDS FOR REDISTRIBUTION 
Is it still possible to earn redistribution while staking? 
This question has an obvious answer, which is 
yes. Earning more rewards at Dirty is possible for 
investors. Even if you choose not to stake, you will 
still receive your 2% redistribution. The users are 
also eligible to earn 1% of the leaving tax deducted 
from stakers who leave between stakes.

RARE NFT REWARDS 
Dirty Finance NFT’s can only be obtained by 
staking without having to spend any Dirty or Ether. 
Currently, minting costs are around $10. Dirty token 
holders can obtain rare NFTs by holding them for 
long periods.

EARN DIRTY CASH 
Using DIRTY tokens or DIRTY LP tokens will earn 
you Dirty cash. If a wallet enters the staking pool 
for the first time, it will receive 200 Dirty Cash as a 
gift. It’s possible for a staker to earn a 1-star NFT for 
less than 200 Dirty cash when making their entry. 
Furthermore, they can accumulate Dirty cash to 
take advantage of the rarer, less clothed, higher 
starred NFTs over time.

INNOVATIONS IN NFTS
Through their creative use of the NFT, they also give 
the NFT innovative power, such as an online casino. 
In casinos, they seek to make a profitable trade and 
provide value to token holders.

HOW STAKING DIRTY TOKENS WILL 
WORK
The process of staking dirty tokens is quite simple. 
A Dirty staking contract will enable holders to 
connect their wallets to Dirty finance so that staking 
can take place. After that, they must choose how 
much $DIRTY they want to stake. A person can 
confirm their choice of the right amount. 

Dirty tokens are not added to your wallet when 
staked but appear on the website as staked 
amounts instead. Those interested in liquid pool 
tokens can also stake on uni swap, which is created 
by combining Dirty and Etherum. The amount that 
wallet holders can stake per wallet will be limited. 
By securing a limited number of NFTs in each wallet, 
one whale will be kept from collecting them too 
rapidly, thereby reducing their price.

DIRTY CASH & OH DIRTY PACK EXPLAINED 

DIRTY CASH 
Dirty cash is the currency users can use on the 
dirty finance platform.  For each new account, they 
are providing 200 dirty cash. Dirty cash users can 
choose from 15+ NFTs to purchase with dirty cash. 
Investors can purchase the lowest grade NFTs 

immediately with 200 dirty cash. In contrast, if 
users want to bet dirty cash for long periods, they 
can buy rare NFTs. The long-term holder of dirty 
cash can increase their cash value. There will be 
a chance to win merchandise NFT, through which 
holders can redeem real-life merchandise free of 
charge. The company plans to introduce dirty cash 
for purchasing merchandise and custom toys.

OH DIRTY PACK 
A high level of the gas fee was present in the NFTs. 
On the other hand, Dirty Finance wasn’t supposed 
to charge investors $400+ gas fees. Therefore, all 
the NFTs from ETH were to be minted and stored 
on Binance Smart Chain. As a result, they can make 
these for just 2-3 dollars. The Oh Dirty Pack has 
demonstrated that this has a huge demand through 
its experience and feedback. You can still get this if 
you hold over 100m on the website.

CONCLUSION

Parabolic growth has been observed in the market 
for digital assets since the first NFT venture was 
announced in 2017. NFT collectables sales surpassed 
US$2 billion in 2021, resulting from a growth rate of 
1785% to 2100% in the first three months of the year 
alone. The emerging market’s value is already $20 
billion higher than it was in 2020, which remains 
highly optimistic for 2021.

Hentai was always an interesting niche, and now 
that it’s easier to access, many people are starting 
to participate. Several intense bidding wars have 
resulted in some odd sales, which are interesting to 
observe. As a Hentai project, Dirty Finance stands 
out as the best name. 

They offer many benefits to holders of dirty tokens. 
The company has several amazing benefits planned 
for quarter 3 of 2021, along with numerous benefits. 
Their goal is to set up tier systems for stakeholders. 
This way, token holders with large amounts of 
tokens can use the platform to acquire rare NFTs. 
Furthermore, they are planning to develop 3D 
models of the Hentai characters for NFTs. Investing 
in cryptocurrency through dirty finance is an 
excellent option for users.
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European Football 
NFT Platform Sorare 
Raises $680M Series 
B

Read more...

Read more...

A TThe raise values 
the company at 
$4.3 billion.

Sorare is taking on the 
future of sports NFTs 
with record-setting sup-
port.

The European fan-
tasy soccer and digital 
collectible platform 
announced a $680 mil-
lion Series B raise on 
Tuesday, the largest 
ever in the non-fungible 
token (NFT) space.

The round’s lead inves-
tors include SoftBank 
Vision Fund, LionTree, 
Bessemer Ventures, IVP, 
Hillhouse and Atomico. 
The funding round val-
ues the company at 
$4.3 billion.

Sorare says it’s traded 
over $150 million worth 
of digital cards on its 
platform since January 
and currently has over 
600,000 registered 
users.

From Q2 2020 to Q2 

2021, the company saw 
its sales increase 54x 
from the previous year. 
The Paris-based com-
pany says it will use the 
new funds to accelerate 
growth and venture out-
side the touch lines of 
soccer collectibles.

CEO Nicolas Julia said 
in a press release he 
sees an opportunity to 
“introduce the same 
proven model to other 
sports and sports fans 
worldwide” and will be 
opening a U.S. office in 
the near future.

The company is eyeing 
basketball, American 
football and baseball as 
the next targets for its 
current model, a repre-
sentative told CoinDesk 
in an interview.

JPMorgan says Ether 
Is Overvalued at 
Current Prices and 
DeFi’s Institutional 
Adoption Is Above 
60%
Banking agent 
JPMorgan noted in its 
latest crypto report that 
decentralized finance 
(DeFi) adoption by 
institutional investors 
increased in the second 
quarter of 2021.

This growing adoption 
is shown by more 
than 60% of all DeFi 
transactions being 

worth over $10 
million compared to 
less than 50% for 
all cryptocurrency 
transactions. And these 
institutions from major 
economies are driving 
the DeFi activity with 
emerging markets 
adopting crypto assets.

JPMorgan's data seems 
to be derived from 

Chainalysis’ report on its 
“Global DeFi Adoption 
Index” released last 
month, which defines 
that above $10 million 
as large institutional 
transactions. Chainalysis 
noted in its report,

“Large transactions 
make up a much bigger 
share of DeFi activity, 
suggesting that DeFi 
is disproportionately 
popular for bigger 
investors compared to 
cryptocurrency as a 

whole.”

Additionally, the US, 
China, Vietnam, the 
UK, and several other 
Western European 
countries rank high 
on this DeFi Adoption 
Index.

The fast-growing DeFi 
sector currently has 
$165.87 billion of total 
value locked (TVL) in it, 
down from almost $190 
billion at its peak on 
Sept. 6.

https://www.coindesk.com/business/2021/09/21/european-football-nft-platform-sorare-raises-680m-series-b/
https://www.coindesk.com/business/2021/09/21/european-football-nft-platform-sorare-raises-680m-series-b/
https://bitcoinexchangeguide.com/jpmorgan-says-ether-is-overvalued-at-current-prices-and-defis-institutional-adoption-above-60/
https://bitcoinexchangeguide.com/jpmorgan-says-ether-is-overvalued-at-current-prices-and-defis-institutional-adoption-above-60/
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Everyone enjoys music. Regardless of any genre, 
music has become an integral part of life and an 
effective medium for exchanging culture. Music 
is not just entertainment; it is a large, capitalised 
industry. It is estimated that the global music industry 
amounted to $53.77 billion and is estimated to rise 
at 10% every year for the next 5 years. The music 
events industry is projected to have a 4 times higher 
growth rate than any other entertainment industry 
in the world These are all generated from ticket 
sales, albums, digital, etc.

The music industry has great potential and will 
continue to grow in the future. Though the music 
industry, especially the live shows and events, 
seems to be running smoothly, many complications 
prevail among the musicians, event organisers, and 
the general public who are fond of music.

WHY IS THE MUSIC INDUSTRY RIPE FOR 
INNOVATIVE INTERVENTIONS?
The current state of the music industry is highly 
fragmented, with everyone’s networks limiting their 
reach and potential. Despite the significant growth 
and popularity, the music industry is largely old-
fashioned and undigitalised. Music events reveal 
a surprisingly chaotic ecosystem: where slow 
and manual negotiations are the norm, with no 
forecasting and data analytics. Scalping and ticket 
forgery steal value from organisers, and a lack of 
data mining and collection in the industry makes 
revenue predictions inaccurate, which in turn makes 
events risky ventures – hurting artists, venues, and 
fans equally. The music industry is lagging far behind 
other industries in adopting open digital solutions. 

Sometimes, music organisers also find it difficult 
to get help in organising their events, because of 
their limited network. This is a common problem in 
organising music events. When you visit a music 
event where the artist you like is performed, you 
may meet thousands of people who want to see 
the performance of their favourite artist. You may 
feel that this is like bread and butter for the music 
organisers, but this is stressful for them because 
it is too complicated to organise music events; for 
example, such as inviting artists, promoting music 
events, selling tickets, etc. 

Crypto for the music industry? The advent of 
blockchain technology has disrupted the conventional 
flow industries. It digitalised everything, making the 
systems decentralised. With the increase in the 
number of tech-savvy and digital-savvy customers, 
enterprises are urged to make their digital presence 
a better one. And this suits the music industry as 
well.

BEATBIND FILLS THE GAPS
BeatBind is one the most-awaited innovative crypto 
projects for the music industry, with BBND being 
the cryptocurrency token used for all transactions. 
BBND is a token launched by BeatBind. These new 
crypto coins serve as a utility token to be used 
for music events. These crypto coins allow users 
to make payments safely, quickly, and securely. 
BeatBind plans to design this token so that it can be 
accepted in the music event industry, so that people 
don’t need to use physical chips, cards, or dozens 
of different currencies for every music event, just 

https://www.platinumcryptoacademy.com/cryptocurrency-investment/all-you-need-to-know-about-beatbinds-bbnd-tokens-the-hottest-bet-in-the-music-industry-right-now/
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BeatBind tokens for all music events.

BeatBind is the industry’s long overdue platform for 
organising a music event. The BeatBind platform 
aims to create an ecosystem that will connect 
musicians, venues, event organisers, and fans for 
music events. BeatBind will capitalise on the high 
demand for the best artists, organisers, and venues, 
and increase artist booking rates significantly using 
various auction models. BeatBind will give rising 
artists more opportunities, both locally and globally. 
Furthermore, fans will be able to directly purchase 
tickets from organisers of all events created on 
BeatBind using these new crypto coins, preventing 
fraud, forgery, and ticket scalping. With BeatBind, 
everyone can organise a music event easily, cheaply, 
and quickly, or just buy tickets for music events, and 
many other things that can be done with BeatBind. 
Musicians, venues, event organisers, and fans can 
connect and support one another with BeatBind. 
There is no problem regarding quality performers, 
lack of connections, agencies, etc., because with 
BeatBind, venues and organisers can bid on artists, 
artists bid on the event organisers and venue 
owners, and can outsource event organisation to 
the managers. In this way, all parties in the music 
events industry will benefit. 

LET’S DO A QUICK BEATBIND REVIEW
BeatBind is developing a multi-stage business model 
with each level being foundational and accretive to 
the following platform level, to tackle each of the 
industry’s four prevailing issues with the creation of 
BeatBidder, BeatBuy, BeatX, and BeatAI.

BeatBidder: Platform that connects venues, DJs, 
artists, and all other parties involved increase 
revenues for artists and venues. BeatBidder is 
beneficial to all the parties in the music industry:

– Music groups – BeatBidder let venues and 
organisers bid on you, increasing your revenue

– Event organisers – BeatBidder let musicians bid on 
your opportunity, so you lower your expenses, and 
get the best

– Venue owners – BeatBidder outsources event 
organisation to the most passionate managers

BeatBuy: The ticketing platform is available by 
default for every event created on BeatBind. With 
this feature, it is possible to solve the problem of 
ticket scalping and forgery. It provides seamless 
ticketing, as well as seamless crowdfunding for 
all BeatBind events. The potential benefits for the 
same are:

-Direct access to tickets for all BeatBind events

-Transparent pricing, no chance of fraud, forgery, 
or ticket scalping

-Fans can pre-purchase, return tickets, and get 
refunded

-The platform supports the pre-purchase of tickets 
allowing an initial inflow of capital to organisers, 
and gives smaller venues the means to bring in big 
stars. All money is refunded to the fans if the event 
doesn’t materialise.

BeatX: BeatX is a mobile application to enjoy event-
oriented experiences like dating. The organisers 
can share clips and promos of the events to keep 
the fans engaging with the event they are about 
to attend. To protect all parties involved in the 
event creation and to ensure integrity, BeatX has a 
rigorous escrow protocol for refunding the money 
in case of disputes and failed transactions. BeatX 
allows the fans to connect and date like-minded 
people who attend the same event.

BeatAI:  The lack of data mining, collection and 
analytics in the traditional music industry has failed 
to produce proper insights and projections for the 
industry players. BeatAI uses bespoke technologies 
like machine learning and artificial intelligence to 
make accurate revenue estimations that will help 
participants in decision making for the event.

WHAT IS THE UTILITY OF BEATBIND TOKENS?
BBND tokens are new crypto coins launched by 
BeatBind. The ultimate vision of BBND is to be 
a universal medium of exchange for the music 
events industry. BeatBind is a utility token, and 
allows users to make payments safely, quickly, and 
securely. BeatBind plans to design this token so 
that it can be accepted in the music event industry, 
so that people don’t need to use physical chips, 
cards, or dozens of different currencies for every 
music event; just BeatBind tokens for all music 
events. The Ethereum blockchain provides all the 
privacy, security, and decentralisation that such a 
token deserves.

The long-term goal is to achieve a stable value for 
BBND in future, which is not much guaranteed, 
and as they need to reach a point where BBND 
becomes a method that can also be used for 
activities outside the music community such as 
buying food etc., the platform will give an incentive 
in BBND for every user referred to the platform, as 
well as a percentage of all proceeds that the referee 
generated for BeatBind. In the earliest phases post-
launch, there will also be an unconditional bonus in 
BBND for all users of the BeatBind platform. 

These new crypto coins will be traded on public 
exchanges, but BeatBind platform users are 
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protected from price volatility during everyday 
use. BeatBind has offered the BeatBind tokens to 
investors and the public through a public crowd 
sale. BeatBind tokens are listed on www.STEX.com 
to provide liquidity outside the BeatBind platform. 
BBND can also be exchanged with other assets 
and crypto coins such as Bitcoin and USD. Again, 
as per BeatBind, the main thing that will ensure the 
long-term growth of the BBND is a healthy core 
business behind it. BeatBind plans to have a sound 
business model that is non-intrusive to the users, 
and the value capture on BeatBind will help it grow, 
and reinforce the fundamentals and the utility of the 
BBND tokens.

CORE STRENGTHS OF THE BEATBIND PROJECT
BeatBind combines both blending-edge and tested 
technology to bring performance enhancement and 
flexibility to its ecosystem. These new crypto coins 
of BeatBind are implemented as an ERC20 standard 
token on the Ethereum blockchain network. Such 
revolutionary features of BeatBind makes it a 
promising innovative crypto project for the music 
industry. It will change the look and feel of the music 
industry, enabling people to experience live music 
like never before. The Ethereum blockchain network 
gives the following properties to the BeatBind 
platform transactions:

Security: Transactions will be secured by cutting-
edge cryptographic protocols

Transparency: As all the transactions on the 
blockchain are verified and accessible by anyone

Immutabilty: As every transaction on the blockchain 

is permanent and cannot be reversed

These make all the transactions on the BeatBind 
platform open, browsable, and verified.

Another thing in the favour of this innovative crypto 
project is its sound business model. BeatBind is 
non-intrusive to the users, yet flexible enough to 
withstand market shifts and scalable enough to 
always capture a good part of value that is being 
created on the platform. The platform has different 
revenue streams. The core revenue will come from:

-Fees from all transactions on BeatBidder, including 
artist performances, event organisation, venue 
leasing, etc.

-Fees from ticket sales of BeatBind events

The other potential streams of revenue for the 
platform are:

-Fees from promoting artists and venues in platform 
search results

-Fees from crowdfunding  for pre-event sale of 
BeatBind events 

-Subscription-based revenue for enhanced fan app 
features like dating, live song bidding, memorabilia, 
etc.

-Fees from live song-bidding, backstage access 
bidding, etc.

-Revenue from advertising in platform and app feed 

https://youtu.be/dfkXPNsJrRA
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The BeatBind team is passionate for music and technology, and have a proven track record in finance, 
development, and marketing. The team of experts are working relentlessly to deliver their vision for the 
welfare of musicians, event organisers, venue owners, and fans. Doc Ish, the Chief Innovation Officer of 
BeatBind, is a Grammy Award winner, VMA Winner, multi-platinum, producer/artist, producing Eminem’s 
comeback single “We Made You”, reaching top 10 on the US 100 Billboard charts. His creativity and 
exposure in the music industry delivers over 20 years of experience to the BeatBind team.

CONCLUSION
According to market research, there are approximately 375 million active fans spread throughout the 
world, with an estimated market of $53.77 billion in the global music industry. If we look at this data, the 
global music industry has great potential and will continue to grow in the future. However, despite the large 
market potential, it is often difficult for organisers to hold music events. Organisers often get stuck with 
problems with quality performers or venues, lack of connection and agencies, or a slow third person. These 
problems slow down the organisation of a music event. 

Crypto for music industry is still in its nascent stage. In the above BeatBind review, we saw that the BeatBind 
platform aims to create an ecosystem that will connect musicians, venues, event organisers, and fans for 
music events. This innovative crypto project has been revolutionising the music industry and completely 
changing the way it operates. BeatBind ensures that every party within the music event organising industry 
benefits in terms of increased revenue, bidding opportunities, reduced expenses, and outsourcing event 
organising to some highly passionate managers.

Hence, there is no denying that this platform is useful for anyone who is looking for a platform where there 
is only one unified payment method, which is secure and very useful for crowdfunding of different events. 
The platform itself provides a whole lot of functionality, and the BBND tokens are the key to achieve this 
long-term goal to solve this problem in the music industry where everyone must go through so much hassle 
for organising, participating, and attending an event or concert.

For more information, please visit us at Beatbind.io.

https://www.beatbind.io/?utm_source=pca&utm_medium=magazine&utm_campaign=ad&utm_content=beatbind


Solana Investors 
Shrug Off Network 
Outage Last Week 
As SOL Sees Another 
Wave of Institutional 
Capital: CoinShares

Traders buy the 
Bitcoin dip even 
as Evergrande's 
implosion rocks 
stock markets 

T he Evergrande 
fiasco appears 
to be driving the 

correction in global 
stock markets, but 
data shows this isn't 
deterring pro traders 
from buying the BTC 
dip. 

Bitcoin (BTC) inves-
tors seem concerned 
about the increasing 
speculation that China's 
second-largest property 
developer, Evergrande 
Group, will default on 
its $300 billion in debts. 
These fears manifest in 
global equities markets 
which saw a 1.5% to 3% 
drop at this morning's 
market open. 

Despite the price move, 
the BTC outflow (net 
withdrawals) from 
exchanges has con-
tinued a multi-month 
trend, particularly on 
Coinbase Pro.

Traders also know that 
every exchange has a 
different user profile. 

For example, liquida-
tions on Bybit tend to 
be more extreme when 
compared to FTX, which 
is known for having 
more conservative cli-
ents.

Take, for example, 
today's drop below 
$43,000, which caused 
a $1 billion long con-
tracts liquidation led 
by Bybit even though 
there was $2.34 billion 
in futures open interest. 
This number is lower 
than Binance's $3.66 bil-
lion and FTX's $2.51 bil-
lion liquidations.

The data above shows 
that Bybit traders are 
more risk-takers, typi-
cally using higher lever-
age. Meanwhile, Binance 
and FTX derivatives 
investors were propor-
tionately less impacted 
by the 11% daily nega-
tive move.

Read more...

Read more...

C oInstitutional 
investors are 
unphased by 

Solana’s recent network 
outage as they continue 
to pour capital into SOL, 
according to crypto 
asset management firm 
CoinShares.

Last week, the smart 
contract platform 
Solana (SOL) suffered 
a distributed denial-of-
service (DDoS) attack 
that caused the network 
to go offline.

However, Solana devel-
opers managed to 
restart Solana’s mainnet 
and restore functional-
ity just hours after the 
attack began.

According to a weekly 
inflow analysis con-
ducted by CoinShares, 
institutional investors 
shrugged off Solana’s 

network outage and 
added a net total of 
$4.8 million to their 
positions last week.

“Solana, despite recov-
ering from a network 
outage caused by 
a DDoS attack, saw 
inflows of US$4.8m. 
This suggests investors 
were happy to shrug 
off the attack, seeing 
it as teething problems 
rather than something 
more inherent with the 
network.”

As for Bitcoin (BTC), the 
asset management firm 
says that the top crypto 
asset has seen rela-
tively low inflows over 
the past week totaling 
$15 million. The firm 
points out that Bitcoin 
has been steadily losing 
its grip on CoinShares’ 
total assets under 
management since the 
beginning of this year.

https://cointelegraph.com/news/traders-buy-the-bitcoin-dip-even-as-evergrande-s-implosion-rocks-stock-markets
https://cointelegraph.com/news/traders-buy-the-bitcoin-dip-even-as-evergrande-s-implosion-rocks-stock-markets
https://dailyhodl.com/2021/09/20/solana-investors-shrug-off-network-outage-last-week-as-sol-sees-another-wave-of-institutional-capital-coinshares/
https://dailyhodl.com/2021/09/20/solana-investors-shrug-off-network-outage-last-week-as-sol-sees-another-wave-of-institutional-capital-coinshares/
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https://www.instagram.com/omnia_defi/
https://www.tiktok.com/@omnia_defi
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US Homeland 
Security Signs a $1.4 
Million Deal with 
Coinbase Analytics

Binance reportedly 
under investigation 
in the US for insider 
trading

S aThe crypto 
exchange signed 
its largest “law 

enforcement sensitive” 
federal deal yet for 
its Coinbase Analytics 
software.

The Immigration and 
Customs Enforcement 
(ICE) branch of the US 
Homeland Security has 
inked a $1.36 million 
deal with the crypto-
currency exchange 
Coinbase.

According to the 
Federal Procurement 

Data System, this con-
tract has been given for 
“business application” 
and “application devel-
opment software.” The 
contract further reads, 
“This requirement is 
LAW ENFORCEMENT 
SENITIVE[sic], therefore 
minimal information will 
be provided publicly.”

According to the con-
tract summary, the deal 
uses Coinbase’s block-
chain tracing software, 
Coinbase Analytics, 
for $455,000 for one 
year, which goes up to 

$1.4 million if extended 
through 2024.

This isn’t Coinbase’s first 
contract with the ICE, 
which paid the company 
$29,000 for its forensic 
software on the basis 
that Coinbase was “the 
only vendor who can 
reasonably provide the 
services required by the 
agency.”

The latest deal is 
worth more than 40x 

of the last time and is 
Coinbase’s largest fed-
eral contract yet.

Last year, it became 
public that Coinbase 
wanted to sell its ana-
lytics tool to two US 
government branches: 
the Drug Enforcement 
Agency and the Inland 
Revenue Service.

Read more...

Read more...

Binance could be under 
investigation of a US 
financial regulator over 
accusations of insider 
trading

Binance, the world’s 

largest cryptocurrency 
exchange, is under 
a fresh investigation 
by United States 
Commodity Futures 
Trading Commission 
(CFTC) for possible 

insider trading and 
market manipulation.

Binance under 
CFTC radar
A Bloomberg report 
whose sources were 
anonymous revealed 
that CFTC, the 
agency responsible 
for regulating the U.S 
derivatives markets, 
is examining the 
possibility that Binance 
or its staff exploited 
customers by taking 
advantage of its trading 
activities.

Per Bloomberg, “as 
part of the inquiry, 
U.S. officials have 
been looking into 
whether Binance or 
its staff profited by 
taking advantage 
of its customers … 

The review involves 
Commodity Futures 
Trading Commission 
investigators, who in 
recent weeks have 
been reaching out to 
potential witnesses.”

While speaking on 
the development, a 
Binance spokesperson 
told newsmen that the 
exchange had a strict 
observance of the 
ethical code. He said 
that Binance has “a 
zero-tolerance policy 
for insider trading and 
a strict ethical code 
related to any type of 
behavior that could have 
a negative impact on our 
customers or industry.”
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El Salvador Exempts 
Foreign Investors 
From Tax on Bitcoin 
Gains

El Salvador 
embraced Bitcoin 
as legal tender last 

week—the first country 
in history to ever accept 
any cryptocurrency as 
legal tender.

El Salvador is exempt-
ing foreign investors 
from paying tax on their 
Bitcoin gains, accord-
ing to Agence France-
Presse (AFP). 

“If a person has assets 
in Bitcoin and makes 
high profits, there will 
be no tax. This is done 
obviously to encourage 
foreign investment,” 
Javier Argueta, legal 
advisor to President 
Nayib Bukele, report-
edly told AFP. 

“There will be no taxes 
to pay on either the 
capital increase or the 
income,” he reportedly 
added.

El Salvador's Bitcoin bet
Last week, El Salvador 
formally accepted 
Bitcoin as legal tender 

after months of antici-
pation. 

But despite praise from 
Bitcoin's most faithful, 
Bukele's government 
has been heavily criti-
cized. 

Earlier this summer, the 
World Bank refused 
a request from El 
Salvador to help the 
country roll out its plan 
to make Bitcoin legal 
tender. The organization 
cited environmental and 
transparency concerns.

“While the government 
did approach us for 
assistance on Bitcoin, 
this is not something 
the World Bank can 
support given the envi-
ronmental and transpar-
ency shortcomings,” a 
World Bank spokesper-
son said in July.

Read more...

Read more...

Coinbase Drops 
Planned ‘Lend’ 
Program After SEC 
Warning
The SEC said it would 
sue Coinbase should the 
exchange launch Lend.

Coinbase is no longer 
launching its crypto 
lending product, the 
company said Friday.

In September, the 
exchange’s CEO Brian 
Armstrong announced 
the U.S. Securities and 
Exchange Commission 
(SEC) had told Coinbase 
that it would sue the 
exchange if it launched 
the product, dubbed 
“Lend.” Coinbase later 
quietly updated a June 
blog post to announce 
“we are not launching 
the USDC APY program 
announced.”

The lending product 
was supposed to 
power a crypto savings 
account that would 
earn customers a 4% 
annual percentage yield 
(APY), a return that’s 
multiples higher than 
most savings accounts 
at traditional banks.

The SEC said Lend 
would violate long-
standing securities 
regulations, pointing 
to U.S. Supreme Court 
cases including Howey 
and Reves, Coinbase 
Chief Legal Officer Paul 
Grewal wrote in a blog 
post.

Coinbase’s decision 
also comes on the 
heels of state securities 
regulators issuing 
warnings to crypto 
lending platforms 
BlockFi and Celsius, 
claiming these 
companies’ products 
violate state securities 
laws.

A Coinbase 
spokesperson referred 
CoinDesk to the June 
blog post when reached 
for comment.
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Cardano To Spark 
Largest Explosion 
in Crypto Innova-
tion Since Launch 
of Ethereum, Ac-
cording to Coin 
Bureau

Read more...

Read more...

The host of Coin 
Bureau says that 
Cardano can spark 

a massive new wave of 
crypto innovation that 
will rival the launch of 
Ethereum.

Pseudonymous analyst 
Guy says tells his 1.36 
million subscribers that 
with many decentralized 
applications (DApps) set 
to launch on its mainnet, 
Cardano is providing 
massive opportunities.

“We are now on the 
brink of another explo-
sion in crypto innova-
tion, the likes of which 
we haven’t seen since 
Ethereum launched 
back in 2015, and early 
adopters will stand 
to reap the greatest 
rewards.”
Guy says that one reason 
users and developers 

are drawn to Cardano 
is because of its unique 
staking system, which – 
according to him – makes 
it one of the most decen-
tralized cryptocurrencies 
on the market.

“The staking rewards 
decline if there is too 
much Cardano in a 
single pool. This encour-
ages decentralization…

ADA’s staking rewards 
are currently around 
4.5% per year, and 
the fact that there 
is no staking lock or 
unlock time makes it 
a no-brainer to do so, 
hence, why nearly 70% 
of ADA’s supply is cur-
rently being staked. 
This makes Cardano the 
highest valued block-
chain by active stake.”

Brazil Investment 
Bank to Offer Bitcoin 
and ETH

Brazil’s biggest 
investment bank, 
BTG Pactual is 

launching direct bitcoin 
and ethereum buying 
and selling through a 
new platform called 
Mynt.

“We will make avail-
able bitcoin and ethe-
reum trading to meet 
the demand from our 
customers who wish 
to invest in cryptos,” 
Roberto Sallouti, the 
CEO of BTG Pactual, 
said before adding:

“As a new asset class, 
we will also have con-
tent to educate and 
inform our customers 
about these assets and 

the technology.

For those who want to 
invest in these assets, 
we always recommend 
that it be a small portion 
of your portfolio, up to 
2% of your investment 
portfolio.”

BTG Pactual also pro-
vides wealth manage-
ment, corporate lending, 
and asset management 
with it having about $2 
billion in revenue a year 
and $72 billion in assets 
under management.

The bank was co-
founded by Brazil’s 
current Minister of the 
Economy, Paulo Guedes, 
back in 1983 with the 

Brazilian government, both the current administra-
tion and previous ones, generally appearing to be 
quite friendly towards cryptos.

BTG Pactual also launched the Bitcoin 20 Multi-
Market Investment Fund in April, “the first bitcoin 
fund launched by a Brazilian investment bank,” 

according to Gemini which is to act as its custodian.
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